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COLOUR IN MUG - CARS 2
D406208

Children will discover their amazing 
artistic abilities when colouring and 

designing their own mug. 5+

SPIDER ROBOT
- AVENGERS

D406212

Spider Robot scuttles up and 
down its string, with its legs 

moving from side to side, like a 
real spider on silk thread. 8+

MEGA HYDRAULIC ARM
- AVENGERS

D406214

Discover the amazing science 
behind hydraulic power! 8+

MOTORISED ROBOT HAND
- AVENGERS

D406213

Teach kids the wonder of robotics 
and anatomy with the ultra-cool 

robotic hand! 8+

ANIMATION STUDIO - DISNEY
D406206

MAGIC GOO - DISNEY
D406203

Rebuild the 100-year-old optical toy 
which demonstrates the working 

principle of modern animations. 5+

Children can blow up incredible 
balloons in different shapes and 

sizes. 5+



KALEIDESCOPE MAKING KIT
- FROZEN II

D406207

MIRROR CHEST
- FROZEN II

D406201

MAGIC GOO
- FROZEN II
D406204

CRYSTAL TERRARIUM
- FROZEN II

D406211

CODE-A-MAZE
- FROZEN II

D406202

COLOUR IN MUG
- FROZEN II
D406200

Create millions of dazzling 
patterns by filling the object 
chamber with the different 

trinkets. 8+

Children can unlock their creative 
powers by painting the mirror 
chest and decorating it with 
magical transfer sheets. 5+

Children will discover their
amazing artistic abilities when 
colouring and designing their

own mug. 5+

Take your first step into the 
fantastic world of coding and 
solve the maze by finding the 

shortest possible route. 3+

Have tons of fun trying to create a 
snowman, reindeer and even Olaf 

with Magic Goo! 5+

Children can grow beautiful 
crystals and learn chemistry at the 

same time! 10+



MOULD & PAINT - TOY STORY
(CONCEPT ONLY)

D406219

Mould 6 different Toy Story 
characters and paint them with 
the colours and brush included.

5+

SOLAR SYSTEM - TOY STORY
D406216

PUMP ROCKET - TOY STORY
D406215

Children can learn about the Solar 
System and how the Hybrid 

Solar-Powered systems operate. 
5+

Launch micro rockets that fly up 
to 20 feet.

MIRROR CHEST
BEAUTY & THE BEAST

(BELLE) - DISNEY PRINCESS
D406209

MIRROR CHEST
THE LITTLE MERMAID

(ARIEL) - DISNEY PRINCESS
D406210

Children can unlock their creative 
powers by painting the mirror 
chest and decorating it with 
magical transfer sheets.  5+


